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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Modic type 1 degenerative signal changes can mimic/suggest infection, leading to additional costly and sometimes invasive investigations. This retrospective study analyzes the utility and accuracy of a novel, diffusion-weighted “claw sign” for distinguishing symptomatic type 1 degeneration from vertebral diskitis/osteomyelitis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Seventy-three patients with imaging features resembling type 1 degeneration were classified clinically into 3 groups: true degenerative type 1 changes (n = 33), confirmed diskitis/osteomyelitis (n = 20), and radiologically suspected infection later disproved clinically (n = 20). A claw sign was defined on DWI as well-marginated, linear, regions of high signal situated within the adjacent vertebral bodies at the interface of normal with abnormal marrow. Two blinded neuroradiologists independently rated the presence of the claw sign, along with T2 disk signal and disk and endplate enhancement to determine the utility of each for identifying degeneration versus infection.

RESULTS: When the 2 neuroradiologists identified a definite claw, 38 of 39 patients (97%) and 29 of 29 patients (100%) proved to be infection-free. When the readers identified a probable claw, 14 of 14 patients (100%) and 16 of 19 patients (84%) proved to be infection-free. Conversely, when the readers identified the absence of claw sign (diffuse DWI pattern), there was proved infection in 17 of 17 cases (100%) and 13 of 14 cases (93%).

CONCLUSIONS: In patients with type 1 signal changes of the vertebral disk space, a claw sign is highly suggestive of degeneration and its absence strongly suggests diskitis/osteomyelitis.
porting evidence in 12 patients, including 7 patients with *S aureus* (methicillin-resistant *S aureus*, *n* = 5; oxacillin-sensitive *S aureus*, *n* = 2), 1 with *Escherichia coli*, 1 with *Enterococcus faecalis*, 1 with *Streptococcus sanguinis*, and 2 with *Staphylococcus epidermidis*. The patient with *E faecalis* bacteremia was also noted to be immunocompromised. One of the patients with methicillin-resistant *S aureus* bacteremia had positive findings on a nuclear medicine indium-111 white blood cell scan. Progression of disease was noted on follow-up imaging of 4 patients, and 1 patient showed treatment response on subsequent imaging. Also of note, 18 of 20 patients in this group showed epidural, paraspinal, or psoas involvement, which strongly supported the diagnosis of infection.

In group 3, the cases were suspicious for infection on the basis of MR imaging signal changes beyond just type 1 changes (predominantly high T2 disk signal and sometimes endplate or disk enhancement). The interpreting radiologists either “could not exclude” or outright suspected infection. Note that in these patients, there was typically no clinical suspicion of infection, including absent symptoms, and lack of any laboratory data to support infection, including negative findings on blood cultures. In certain patients, results of additional work-up were also negative (one, nuclear imaging; another, surgical exploration yielding granulation tissue only). In several patients, while infection could not be definitively excluded on a clinical basis, there was no treatment, and follow-up imaging revealed minimal change, resolution, or evolution to Modic type 2 changes. In some cases, there was no follow-up imaging and no treatment, with presumed resolution of clinical symptoms making infection unlikely.

Modic et al\textsuperscript{15} described type 1 degenerative signal changes by using conventional MR imaging techniques, attributed to vascularized bone marrow and edema. The claw sign is identified on trace/combined diffusion-weighted images as well-margined, linear, typically paired regions of high signal situated within the adjoining vertebral bodies at the boundaries between the normal bone marrow and vascularized bone marrow that lies close to the affected disk, presumed to represent a form of physiologic reactive response or induration (Figs 1–3). The claw sign was deemed absent if the diffusion findings were diffuse and not well-marginated. It seems logical that a gradual, progressive process such as degenerative disk disease would produce a well-defined border response. A destructive process such as infection might progress too quickly and diffusely infiltrate with pathogens or edema and fail to produce a defined border zone response.

The 73 patients were scanned on 3 MR imaging scanner platforms: 1.5T Avanto (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) and 1.5T Signa HDxt, and 3T Discovery MR750 (GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, Wisconsin). Diffusion-weighted echo-planar imaging was performed in the sagittal plane, with single-shot echo-planar imaging at TR/TE, minimum; FOV, 26 cm; section thickness, 4 mm; intersection gap, 1 mm; and 2–3 excitations (averages). Conventional 6-direction, 3-direction, or tetrahedral diffusion encoding was obtained for a total sequence time of 60–90 seconds. Sagittal T2 and sagittal T1 FLAIR images were obtained in all cases. Sagittal contrast-enhanced, fat-suppressed T1WI was obtained in 49 of the 73 patients. No particular advantage of 3T over 1.5T was noted. This is largely because the diagnosis is primarily based on contrast resolution and coarse morphology of abnormality and not spatial resolution. The additional distortion-based challenges of 3T mitigate any potential SNR advantage.

At each level evaluated with type 1-like conventional signal changes, the images were scored as 1 = definite, 2 = probable, 3 = questionable, or 4 = negative or absent claw sign (Fig 2). Each
neuroradiologist first assessed and scored the claw sign at a single level on each of the 73 sagittal DWIs. Then each neuroradiologist evaluated the signal intensity of the affected disk on the concurrent sagittal T2 and, when available, STIR series (n/H11005 73) and scored the disk signal as high, normal, or low. In the 49 of 73 cases with concurrent, contrast-enhanced fat-suppressed sagittal T1 FLAIR series, the 2 neuroradiologists also noted any enhancement of the disk and any enhancement of the adjacent bone marrow. The 2 readers scored the series separately as no enhancement, mild, moderate, or marked enhancement of the disk and the endplates.

RESULTS
The patients fell into 3 groups: 33 with degenerative Modic type 1 changes and no clinical or imaging suspicion of infection, 20 with clinically confirmed diskitis/osteomyelitis, and 20 with radiologically suspected infection later disproved clinically. Because the neuroradiologists had different levels of experience using the subjective claw sign in the clinical setting, scoring differed. The scoring data are thus provided for each reader separately in Tables 1–3 and Fig 4A, -B and are then summarized below.

Diffusion Claw Sign
When a definite claw sign was identified, 38 of 39 patients (97%) and 29 of 29 patients (100%), respectively, were infection-free. When a probable claw was deemed present, 14 of 14 patients (100%) and 16 of 19 patients (84%), respectively, were infection-free. Conversely, when the 2 neuroradiologists identified diffuse signal changes within the adjoining vertebral bodies (negative or absent claw), the patient proved to have infection in 17 of 17 cases (100%) and 13 of 14 cases (93%), respectively. In the specific subgroup of 20 patients with radiologically suspected infection later disproved clinically, the diffusion claw sign was scored definite or probable in 19 of 20 (95%) and 16 of 20 (80%) of cases, respectively.

Disk Signal
High T2 signal within the disk was common in both infected and degenerated disks, reported in 39 of the 73 cases (53%) by reader 1 and in 33 of the 73 cases (45%) by reader 2 (Fig 3 and Tables 2 and 3). However, high T2 disk signal was more common at infected interspaces, 19 of 20 (95%) and 17 of 20 (85%), than in degenerative disks, 20 of 53 (38%) and 16 of 53 (30%). In the specific subgroup of 20 patients with radiologically suspected infection later disproved clinically, the T2 disk signal was scored high in 15 of 20 (75%) and 11 of 20 (55%). Low or normal signal within the disk was more common in patients without infection, 33 of 53 (62%) and 37 of 53 (70%), than in patients with infection, 1 of 20 (3%) and 3 of 20 (15%).

Contrast Enhancement
Contrast enhancement was assessed within a subgroup of 49 of the 73 patients, 17 (35%) with infection and 32 (65%) without infection. Both readers identified at least some enhancement in the endplates in all 49 patients, infected or not. Enhancement of the disk itself was identified slightly more frequently in infected disks: 5 of 20 (25%) and 6 of 20 (30%) than in degenerative disks: 6 of 53 (11%) and 9 of 53 (17%).

DISCUSSION
In this study, infected and degenerative disks could manifest high, normal, or low T2 signal intensity. However, high T2 signal within the affected disk strongly favored a diagnosis of infection over...
degeneration when Modic type 1 endplate changes were present. Specifically, high T2 disk signal was seen in 85%–95% of infected disks but in only 30%–35% of degenerative disks with type 1 endplate changes. Low-to-normal T2 signal within the disk strongly favored a diagnosis of degeneration. Specifically, low-normal T2 signal was seen in 62%–70% of degenerative disks but in only 30%–35% of degenerative disks with type 1 endplate changes. Contrast enhancement of the disks and endplates proved to be indeterminate findings, as reported in prior studies. At least some contrast enhancement of the vertebral endplates was seen in all cases but did not help to differentiate infection from degeneration. Contrast enhancement of the disk itself was seen slightly more frequently in infected disks (25%–30%) than in degenerative disks (11%–17%), but it was not a distinguishing feature. Return examinations for the sole purpose of postcontrast characterization of type 1 disk levels are advised against because of low efficacy and incremental cost. This policy does not diminish the value of contrast in delineating and characterizing epidural and paraspinal disease in cases in which these conditions are present or strongly suspected.

Of all parameters tested, the diffusion-weighted claw sign proved to be the most successful for predicting the final clinical diagnosis of degeneration versus infection. A definite claw sign accurately identified degenerative spondylosis in 97%–100% of cases. A probable claw sign identified degenerative spondylosis in 84%–100% of cases. Diffusion signal that was increased diffusely throughout the adjoining vertebral bodies (ie, a negative or absent claw sign) indicated the presence of diskitis/osteomyelitis in 93%–100% of cases with that MR imaging feature. No significant difference in diffusion abnormality between organisms was observed, including diffuse restricted diffusion in the tuberculosis, *E. coli*, or *Escherichia faecium*, and *S. aureus*.

In the specific subgroup of 20 patients with radiologically suspected infection who ultimately proved infection-free, the diffusion claw sign was scored definite or probable in 19 of 20 (95%) and 16 of 20 (80%) cases, strongly indicating degeneration. The T2 disk signal in this subgroup was scored high in 15 of 20 (75%) and 11 of 20 (55%) cases, a finding that would have favored an incorrect diagnosis of infection.

On the basis of these data, we propose an efficient algorithm for the work-up of patients with endplate changes suggestive of Modic type 1 change with degeneration versus infection (Fig 5).

### Earlier Work

Eguchi et al evaluated diffusion-weighted imaging in 15 healthy volunteers and 16 patients with vertebral abnormalities. In 11 patients with 20 levels of disk degeneration (7 Modic 1, 7 Modic 2, and 6 Modic 3), the authors reported no high-diffusion signal “at the site of endplate abnormalities in any patients with degenerative changes.” In 5 other patients with 9 levels of spinal infection, high diffusion signal was seen at all infected levels.

The apparent discordance of their results versus ours most likely stems from the following factors:

1. We studied only Modic type 1 endplate degeneration, whereas most of the endplate changes included in study of Eguchi et al were types 2 and 3: The degenerative disk illustrated in that study (their Fig 2) was specifically stated to be Modic type 3.
2. We characterized a specific form of diffusion abnormality (the diffusion claw sign), whereas Eguchi et al appear to have taken any form of increased diffusion as positive.
3. We focused on the changes at the interface between the normal marrow and vascularized bone marrow close to the affected disk, whereas Eguchi et al appear to have focused on the disks and the endplates themselves.

### Limitations

The present study has a number of limitations. First, the sample size was small. Second, most patients were categorized by their final clinical diagnoses, not tissue diagnosis. Because of the difficulty of ruling out infection, this necessarily raises concern for the group classified as radiologically suspected infection later disproved clinically. Misclassification of such patients could influence the perceived accuracy of the signs described. Nonetheless, the results reported indicate a real utility of applying the diffusion claw sign in assessing patients with possible infection versus degenerative disk disease with Modic type 1 endplate changes.

ADC values have been cited as useful in quantitative assessment of bone marrow lesions. ADC values were not included in our evaluation because the main focus was evaluating the morphology of the detected diffusion trace signal. ADC values ranged from slightly low to high, but image quality and SNR on these days were not optimized for ADC mapping. A recent study5,26 showed patients with odontoid fractures yielded the highest ADC values. Small variations in technique and interpretation may account for the lack of significant difference noticed among the various authors.

### Table 1: Scoring of the claw sign by 2 readers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups 1 and 3</th>
<th>Groups 2 (n = 20)</th>
<th>Group 1 (n = 33)</th>
<th>Claws</th>
<th>Group 2 (n = 37)</th>
<th>Claws</th>
<th>Group 3 (n = 20)</th>
<th>Claws</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Claw Score</td>
<td>Group 1 (n = 33)</td>
<td>Group 2 (n = 20)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2: Scoring of high T2 signal disk by 2 readers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neuroradiologist 1</th>
<th>Neuroradiologist 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Claws Score</td>
<td>Groups 1 (n = 33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3: Scoring of low/normal T2 signal disk by 2 readers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neuroradiologist 1</th>
<th>Neuroradiologist 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Claws Score</td>
<td>Groups 1 (n = 33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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studies were poor. With the legacy diffusion techniques used in this study, noise and distortion challenges rendered ADC images unreliable. As multishot and restricted FOV EPI techniques gain widespread use and availability, resolution, SNR, and overall quality will improve, making ADC assessment more practical in day-to-day practice.

The claw pattern on diffusion is a qualitative and morphologic finding. Experience with teaching this subjective sign to clinical readers shows that there is a learning curve. Readers with greater experience apply the sign with greater ease and accuracy. In most cases, it is clear-cut and easy to recognize, even for the recently instructed, and perhaps it is no greater challenge than confirming or excluding the diagnosis of infection with traditional MR imaging indicators. With variable experience, there will be variable certainty in the confidence of the presence of the “sign” to mitigate infection. Absent a confident determination, typical decision factors and investigations will apply.

The claw sign follows classic imaging features such as disk signal and can increase accuracy and confidence in the differential diagnosis of degenerative spondylosis versus diskitis/osteomyelitis. The use of the claw sign in day-to-day practice may reduce cost by eliminating or reducing concern for infection in symptomatic patients manifesting type 1 changes, which might otherwise provoke invasive testing and contrast-enhanced and follow-up examinations. With variable experience, there will be variable certainty in the confidence of the presence of the “sign” to mitigate infection. Absent a confident determination, typical decision factors and investigations will apply.

**FIG 4.** A, Modic type 1 = 1.21 ± 0.07; suggested infection = 1.45 ± 0.13; proved infection = 3.75 ± 0.16. B, Modic type 1 = 1.58 ± 0.14; suggested infection = 1.70 ± 0.18; proved infection = 3.50 ± 0.17.

**FIG 5.** Proposed algorithm for the approach to symptomatic Modic type 1 pattern on spine MR imaging.

---

**CONCLUSIONS**

The present study introduces and illustrates a distinct pattern of diffusion abnormality, the claw sign, that is useful and accurate for distinguishing degenerative spondylosis from diskitis/osteomyelitis in patients with Modic type 1 endplate changes. At any suspicious level, a definite diffusion claw sign signifies very high likelihood of degenerative disease (97%–100%) rather than infection. A probable claw sign is highly suggestive of degenerative disk disease (85%–100%) rather than infection. Conversely, a pattern of diffusely increased diffusion signal (negative claw sign) signifies infection in 93%–100% of patients, rather than disk degeneration with Modic type 1 endplate changes. The data additionally suggest that routine use of contrast may not be cost-effective in assisting in the primary diagnosis of infection of the spine.

The diffusion claw sign supplements classic imaging features such as disk signal and can increase accuracy and confidence in the differential diagnosis of degenerative spondylosis versus diskitis/osteomyelitis. The use of the claw sign in day-to-day practice may reduce cost by eliminating or reducing concern for infection in symptomatic patients manifesting type 1 changes, which might otherwise provoke invasive testing and contrast-enhanced and follow-up examinations. With variable experience, there will be variable certainty in the confidence of the presence of the “sign” to mitigate infection. Absent a confident determination, typical decision factors and investigations will apply.
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